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West Physics Consulting Makes the 2008 Inc. 5000 List
NEW YORK, September 3, 2008 – Inc. magazine has ranked West Physics Consulting, LLC
No. 858 on its 27th annual Inc. 5000 list of the fastest-growing private companies in the U.S.
West Physics was also ranked No. 36 on the list of the Top 100 Health Companies and No. 44
on the list of the Top 100 Companies in the Atlanta metropolitan area. West Physics Consulting
posted three-year revenue growth of 417.7% to make the list.
West Physics Consulting, based in Atlanta, Georgia, provides quality assurance testing for
advanced imaging equipment (MRI, CT, ultrasound, etc.), as well as other diagnostic imaging
consulting services to hospitals and imaging centers nationwide. West Physics employs a
highly experienced team of medical and nuclear physicists to assist its clients with a wide
variety of challenges in their diagnostic imaging businesses, including independently testing
highly complex imaging equipment to ensure patient safety and image quality, assisting facilities
with achieving prestigious accreditation from the American College of Radiology, helping
facilities design lead shielding for x-ray installations, and providing other forms of regulatory and
technical consulting. “We are thrilled to have been ranked on the 2008 Inc. 5000 list and we
believe that this validates our core values of strong customer service, superlative technical
expertise, and innovative service offerings,” stated West Physics Consulting President Geoffrey
West. “Our mission of helping medical facilities throughout the United States maintain flawless
diagnostic image quality for their patients is immensely gratifying and we are honored that our
customers continue to ‘spread the word’ about West Physics Consulting.” Additional information
about West Physics Consulting and its services can be found at www.westphysics.com.
About the Inc. 5000 List
The list is the most comprehensive look at the most important segment of the economy –
America’s independent-minded entrepreneurs. Companies such as Intuit, GoDaddy, Under
Armour, American Apparel, Oracle and hundreds of other powerhouses gained early exposure
as members of the Inc. 5000. “If you want to find out which companies are going to change the
world, look at the Inc. 5000,” said Inc. Editor Jane Berentson. “These are the most innovative,
dynamic, fast-growing companies in the nation – the ones coming up with solutions to some of
our knottiest problems, creating systems that let us conduct business faster and easier, and
manufacturing products we soon discover we can’t live without. The Inc. 5000 list is Inc.
magazine’s tribute to American business ingenuity and ambition.”
To qualify, companies must be U.S.-based and privately held, independent – not subsidiaries or
divisions of other companies – as of December 31, 2007, and have had at least $200,000 in
revenue in 2004, and $2 million in 2007. The 5000 companies that made the list reported
aggregate revenue of $185 billion and median three-year growth of 147 percent. Complete
results of the Inc. 5000, including company profiles and a list of the fastest-growing companies
that can be sorted by industry and region can be found at www.inc5000.com.
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